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Abstract
Guns and Rousseau’s recently published paper in FITEE gives a clear introduction about some important research results related to complex networks, which deepens people’s understanding of
network characteristics, and puts forward new measures and models. The proposed gefura measures show the significance of appropriately using a “basic” normalization to describe the betweenness centrality of nodes, and then the “structural” normalization to pay more attention to the
level of groups. The term “gefura measures” is from old Greek γεφυρα, meaning bridge measure, a
more descriptive term with universal appeal. More specifically, they applied the Brandes algorithm to calculate the gefura measures, which makes their article easier to apply to practical cases.
Even in academia, any new ideas, concepts, indicators and models should stand the test of time.
The spirit of innovation of Rousseau and his team is highly recommendable. We sincerely hope
that the study on gefura measures can raise more concerns, and can be recognized and used by social scientists, informetricians, and colleagues studying complex networks from all over the world
as an important outcome.
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In the latest issue Vol. 16, No. 4 (April 2015), the journal Frontiers of Information Technology & Electronic
Engineering published a paper entitled “Unnormalized and Normalized Forms of Gefura Measures in Directed
and Undirected Networks” [1] from the scientometrician Ronald Rousseau and his team. Because of similar research direction, we have the chance to study more about the process how the authors proposed and designed
their research on gefura measures. Here, I would like to recommend this research work to the readers from the
community of complex networking and related fields.
In this paper [1], Guns and Rousseau give us a very clear introduction about some important research results
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related to complex networks, which deepens people’s understanding of network characteristics, and put forward
new measures and models. The paper reviews the investigations about brokerage [2], betweenness centrality [3],
[4], Q-measures [5], and Rousseau and his team’s study on gefura measures. Furthermore, researchers designed
some important indicators, and proposed relevant models and algorithms to characterize or calculate the indicators. For example, Brandes [6] (2001) introduced a fast algorithm to determine betweenness centrality. The term
“gefura measures” is from old Greek γεφυρα, meaning bridge measure.
As complex networks are often multiple heterogeneous with distinct levels, nodes normally express the basic
elements, and the group consisting of a set of nodes expresses a high-level generic element. In some networks,
nodes belong to predefined groups, and we can know some internal relations. However, common network centrality measures do not take this structure into account and cannot show the changes of this structure. Gefura
measures proposed by Rousseau and his team show the significance of appropriately using a “basic” normalization to describe the betweenness centrality of nodes, and then the “structural” normalization to pay more attention to the level of groups. Though researchers started by a systematic study in directed networks, the undirected
case follows straightforwardly by treating undirected networks as symmetric directed networks. Moreover, normalization makes it possible to compare gefura measures across networks of different sizes. More specifically,
Guns and Rousseau applied the Brandes algorithm [6] to calculate their gefura measures, which makes this article easier to apply to practical cases.
In the field of scientometrics, literature network analysis may have articles or authors as nodes, and journals
or conferences as groups. Through gefura measures, authors or articles’ bridge role between groups will be
clearer. Particularly, using basic gefura measures and structural gefura measures can distinguish the domestic
citations and international citations, reflecting the real value of the research articles, which shows a profound
significance in practical applicability. Figure 1 shows the screenshot of this article. For full text, please visit the
journal website of FITEE [1].
In academia, any new ideas, concepts, indicators and models should stand the test of time. Professor Rousseau
and his team formally put forward “gefura measures” by publishing their article in FITEE. This spirit of innovation is highly recommendable. In fact, the evolution from Q-measures to gefura measures has taken a long time.
In the past ten years, Professor Rousseau and his team have always adhered to the direction of this research and
now we see the integration of their study on gefura measure. Q-measures as the indicators of brokerage have a
restriction that the definition allowed for only two node groups. This restriction was removed by Guns and
Rousseau [7] (2009), who generalized the Q-measure definition to any finite number of groups and introduced
the distinction between “global” Q-measures (brokerage between all different groups) and “local” Q-measures
(brokerage between one’s own group and the other groups). The SCIENCENET blogger Liu Yuxian took part in

Figure 1. Screenshot of Guns and Rousseau’s article published in FITEE, April 2015.
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some research work [8] [9] from 2010 to 2015, which related to mathematical properties, normalization, weight
settings and application in co-authorship networks. Considering that using the symbol Q and the term Q-measure to study brokerage is not optimal at all, Professor Rousseau and his team specifically proposed “gefura
measures”, a more descriptive term with universal appeal.
For local gefura measures, Guns and Rousseau proposed three cases for describing the nodes’ brokerage role:
outward bridge, inward bridge, both outward and inward bridges. This enables the formula for gefura measures
to be expressed concisely and accurately. For the past years, our team focused on the Follow Model by using a
function to describe the relationship in different users (followee, follower and both friends) [10] [11]. The original intention of our study is to present the basic relationship between users in online social networks and to explore an efficient algorithm for querying information fast. After studying the gefura measures, I think it will
further enhance the depth and breadth of our research on microblog, if we can combine the advantages of the
Follow Model and gefura measures.
Actually, the study related to complex networks, such as describing the characteristics of individuals, showing
the formation and evolution of groups, analysing the key brokerage and variable feature between groups, is a
very interesting and important subject. To make it popular and easy to understand, we can take the introduction
of talented scientists as an example. If a talented scholar is introduced properly, he/she will bring the previous
team(s)’ scientific research resources to the new team, become the connection of multiple groups, and promote
academic exchanges and research development of different teams. Then the gefura measures can be used to describe the impact and academic value of this colleague.
The SCIENCENET blogger Wu Yishan once introduced the development timelines of scientometrics compiled by Professor Rousseau, which showed that major achievements have not yet appeared in this field after
2005 [12]. We sincerely hope the study on gefura measures can raise more concerns, and can be recognized and
used by social scientists, informetricians, and colleagues studying complex networks from all over the world as
an important outcome. On the other hand, this study on gefura measures can only be applied to the static network at present, as for the case under dynamic conditions, the connection of nodes and groups should be discussed further. Researchers can find room to make in-depth study related to this topic. For instance, another
SCIENCENET blogger Zhou Tao [13] recommended an article from Cheng Can et al. [14], which is related to
the transmission strategy of network routing and pays more attention to the dynamic connection. All roads lead
to Rome. It is worth learning from relevant research results.
It should be noted that the publication of this article also reflects the efforts from FITEE Editorial Office to
promote the internationalization of Chinese domestic journals. Introducing domestic research achievements to
the world and publishing the research articles from international famous scholars have become the daily work of
this international journal. In early 2015, FITEE, formerly known as Journal of Zhejiang University-SCIENCE C
(Computers & Electronics), became one of the transactions of the Chinese Academy of Engineering (CAE), and
then it was indexed by Web of Science from the January issue. Returning to the article from Professor Rousseau
and his team, researchers can also learn the skills of writing a scientific research paper and guide students to apply the adapted Brandes algorithm to do some case studies.
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